
THE MOST IMPORTANT 
SYNDICATED PROGRAM PROJECT 
EVER UNDERTAKEN IS OFF AND RUNNING. 

The pilots are complete. 
Audience testing confirms they're everything we wanted: fresh, new 

programs with the excitement and appeal that make solid winners. 
A massive advertising and promotion tune -in campaign is being 

mounted right now. 
More than 70 percent of the nation has already been cleared. 
And more than 50 percent of the national advertising availabilities for 

1985 have already been sold. 
Now we're counting down. 
In Fall, 1985, INDAY will present a full two -hour block of first -run 

programming. Seen via satellite every weekday on independent stations across 
the nation. 

Feature- oriented "news you can use " -a unique new kind of half 
hour newscast produced by Tribune Broadcasting's Independent News team. 

Plus three half hours of colorful, upbeat entertainment, including the 
best of new series developed by television's most successful production talents. 

Series such as All About US -the proven appeal of US magazine in a 
colorful new series from Barry & Enright. Host Ron Hendren - familiar to 

millions as the original anchor of "Entertainment Tonight " - explores the 
lives and accomplishments of the most fascinating people in America. 

The Great Life -a guided tour through the world of luxury and 
exotic tastes, the extravagant lifestyles, pastimes, and possessions of the 
very, very wealthy. Produced by Earl Greenburg Productions 
in association with Columbia Pictures Television, and hosted by 

Ed Begley, Jr., popular star of "St. Elsewhere." 
What's Hot! What's Not ? -spotlighting the sizzles and fizzles in 

today's fast -changing pop culture. An authoritative barometer of what's 
in -and what's out, produced by Lorimar Productions in association with 

Hillier & Co. 
It's the biggest and most important syndicated program project 

ever developed -a breakthrough opportunity for independents to compete 
head to head with network stations for daytime audiences. And daytime 
advertising dollars. 

Keep your eye on INDAY. 
We're going to make your day for you. 

INDEPENDENT DAYTIME NETWORK 

TM 

SEE US AT INTV, SUITE 614, CENTURY PUZZA, AND AT NATPE, 535 POWEIL STREET. 

A joint project of LBS Communications Inc. and Tribune Broadcasting Company 


